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In this interview, the Belgian architect threshes the keys
of his work: geometry, light, and sensual materials.

VAN DUYSEN

F

or some he is a decorator. Some define him
as industrial designer. He simply defines
himself as architect. And simply, indeed,
would be the adverb that best describes
the purity of his spaces. Vincent Van
Duysen was born in Lokeren (Belgium),
in 1962. He studied Architecture in Ghent
and founded his own studio in Antwerp,
almost 30 years ago. Throughout this time,
he has built a solid path, as solid as his
materials, tactile, sensual, with which
he achieves clean timeless interiors.
Functionality, durability and comfort
are his tools. He flees from trends, not
forgetting aesthetics: he has his own, a
fine essential style, borderline between
the best Belgian tradition (brushed
woods, sparing Flemish antiquities,
natural linens) and the Japanese wabi
sabi, handcrafted, warm and human.
Since inception, he has leant for creating
houses, to the smallest detail, from the
handle to the roof, granting a unique
soul to each one of them, and designing
iconic furniture, wanted by the best
publishers. Two years ago, the Italian firm
Molteni & C appointed him as artistic
director for their collections and kitchen
division, Dada. In his studio in Antwerp,
where he welcomes us, we talk to a true
contemporary aesthete.
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Q

For the last 20 years, this is my third time interviewing you and your words
have not changed. How do you manage to stay consequent?

A
My ethos hasn’t changed since I completed my first residential
project 25 years ago: to create serene spaces that calm the senses. Aesthetic
sensibilities that define my designs today –balanced spaces, layers of
rooms, interactions between the indoors and outdoors, hidden gardens,
sophisticated interiors– have been there all along.
Q

How would you define the Vincent Van Duysen style?

A
My approach covers all aspects of design, respecting the context
and its traditions within the senses and physical experience of the space,
materials, and light, placing the user at the core. My architectural language
is not shy of aesthetics but resists fashion and trends.
Q

You where first interested in interiors, why? Architects use to think from the
outside towards the inside…

A
I studied architecture in Belgium, but spent the early years of my
career immersed in the worlds of furniture and interior design. For me,
architecture is less about erecting buildings and structures, and more
about the art of living well. Therefore, I tailor-make spaces for my clients
in which they can feel comfortable. There are very few architects that pay
attention to wellbeing. Victor Horta and Henry Van de Velde did. The
same in Italy with Achille Castiglioni or Carlo Scarpa. Today, we have too
many star-architects who disregard what exists inside the walls they build.
‘Interior design’, as they call it, is not minor. It’s essential and cannot be
devaluated. Interior design is where it all ends up. Souls cannot be captured
by mathematical equations. They need care.
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first double page
RESIDENCE
DC II IN TIELRODE

(BELGIUM),
BUILT IN 2012,
COMPRISING
THE MAIN
BUILDING AND
TWO BARNS
(PICTURED),
WHICH WERE
REBUILT TO
ACHIEVE AN
OLD FLEMISH
FARM LOOK.
VAN DUYSEN’S
INTENTION WAS
TO REDUCE THE
SHAPE TO THE
EXTENT POSSIBLE,
WITHOUT ANY
ORNAMENT:
GUTTERS AND
CHIMNEYS ARE
HIDDEN, DOORS
AND HANDLES
ARE MADE OF
THE SAME WOOD,
COVERING THE
WHOLE VOLUME.
© KOEN VAN
DAMME

second double page
VINCENT
VAN DUYSEN AT

HIS OFFICE IN
ANTWERP.

Q

People define your work using ‘simplicity’ or ‘sensuality’, two words that seems
external to architecture, How do you feel about it?

A
I am perfectly happy with it. There is so much excess in the world
and I absolutely abhor spectacular design. I’m a modernist in heart and soul.
Sometimes, I miss integrity and credibility; things have to go fast, where
they are pushed or forced. It’s important to do things slowly, consciously
and with respect for craftsmanship. I think a significant part of emotion
in my work comes from my consideration for materials within a space.
I believe work goes strongly against the soulless clichéd ideals of minimalism.
I want my projects to be very sensorial, with a high degree of tactility.
Q

How do you achieve such serenity in all your spaces?

A
Through eliminating the excess, I achieve authenticity, simplicity, and
purity. I love working with layers of tactile and natural materials to achieve
a general feeling of serenity and sensuality.
Q

Could you describe a space which contributes to life quality?

A

A space with a fireplace.

VM
RESIDENCE IN

SINT-MARTENSLATEM (BELGIUM),
FINISHED IN
2011. THE HOUSE
OPENS ONTO A
LARGE INDOOR
GARDEN AND
IS DEFINED BY
THE USE OF
LARGE, ELEGANT,
NARROW GREY
BRICK WALLS,
PROVIDING
PRIVACY AND
ENHANCING
THE HOUSE’S
RELATIONSHIP
WITH THE
ENVIRONMENT.
© KOEN VAN
DAMME
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Q

You always use natural materials, is this to support sustainability?

A
I prefer working with natural materials such as stone, wood, concrete,
plaster, chalk, linen and natural fibres. They are all sustainable and age
beautifully. Sustainability is an add-on asset.
Q

How important is light for your spaces?

Q

You’ve never been scared of mixing classic and contemporary. Now everyone
is doing this, are they copying you?

A
I believe that classic and contemporary are complementary; the tension
between the two shouldn’t exist. I believe the past and the present have to be
considered simultaneous and, therefore, I love integrating them on my projects.
The synergy between the past and the present is the essence of modernity.
Ornamentation, do you hate it?

Ways you take care of your body?
It’s all about living a balanced
life, healthy food, exercise and
sufficient rest.

Sleep.
Your favourite sport?
Your weekly sport routine?
Besides walking with my dogs,
a work-out in the gym, at least
3 times a week with a personal
trainer.
A place to switch off or tune-up?
My house is my ultimate escape, it
is where I am most centred.
Any special diet to take care of
yourself? Who showed it to you?
If you travel as much as I do,

A
I am modernist at heart, this means undoing the clutter and getting
to the core, paring back to the bone and achieving authenticity, simplicity
and purity. I am a huge admirer of Jean-Michel Frank, Adolf Loos, Mies
van der Rohe for their work, as well as for their philosophy. I consider that
Adolf Loos’ essay and lecture “Ornament is Crime” is a very interesting
approach towards ornamentation.
Q

Coming back to Antwerp –a city out of the circuit– and establishing your own
studio has not removed your projection. Don’t you think your career would have been
more showy if you had been established in Milan?

A
I feel very inspired in Antwerp, and even if Milan is the centre of
fashion and design, Antwerp is strongly cosmopolitan and offers arts and
culture, a lot of creativity. I travel a lot, so I want to return to a calming
place and Antwerp is ideal for such purpose. It is a small city but has a very
cosmopolitan outlook.
Q

STY LE QUE STI ON N AI R E

A treatment for fatigue?

A
To me, light is as much a construction material as a brick – interplay
is so important when I design because it is the quality of light that sculpts
the emotions you feel within a space. In my architecture there is always a
balance between spaces that are bathed in light, complemented by spaces
that are darker, more subdued, and calming.

Q
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What did you learn from the South, from Italy?

A
Italy is the cradle of culture and beauty, and this goes back in time.
Back in time, the Flemish Masters went to Italy to be inspired by beauty
and by the art of creation, and it is exactly the same at this moment.
This manifests itself in historical architecture, food, fashion and the art of
life. The appreciation of the richness of the spirit of life is something
I am very drawn to. I am attracted to places that stimulate my senses and
make me reflect on different ways of thinking and living. I enjoy being a
storyteller because it’s not always about pragmatics – it’s about the soul
which I find back in many points of views in Italy.

you spend a lot of time in hotels,
restaurants and airplanes, so I try to
eat light with a focus on proteines
and vegetables.
Your SHA experience?
Twice a year, it is my ultimate
moment to disconnect from
the world. My focus is on a total
detoxification of body and mind.
3 beauty products you cannot
live without?
My daily ritual starts with an
hydrating shaving gel, followed by
an uplifting menthol based serum.
Wherever I am,
I carry a small tube of mattifying
facial cream because I do not like a
glowing skin.
A place to switch off?
My house in Antwerp or any place
near the ocean.
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Stroll around Zurenborg (Art
Nouveau district), South District
and the Royal Museum of
Fine Arts. Don’t forget to visit
Middelheim sculpture park
and my neighbourhood: SintJorispoort, Mechelseplein.
Mandatory visits are: Rubens’
House of Hendrik Conscience
square with the baroque St.

Q

“Everything changes and we move too fast”… Its seems like you are against this.

Rest at Hotel Julien and soon

Q

streets in the historical city centre
of Antwerp.
Dare to cross under the river
Scheldt through the Saint Anna’s
pedestrians’ tunnel.
Make a stop at Graanmarkt 13

its sister hotel in an upcoming
neighbourhood.

A CONCEPT
STORE AND AN
APARTMENT
USED AS “BED
& BREAKFAST”,
LOCATED ON
A HISTORICAL
HOUSE IN THE
TOWN CENTRE

A
My design process is constant – I am always designing in my mind
– I make mental sketches and will never start from a blank canvas. I enjoy
being an observant and use a visual approach. I regularly sit with my team
and discuss ideas and directions to achieve a shared vision. Inspiration
comes naturally from travel, conversations, exhibitions, people, everyday
life. I’m not a mathematical architect or designer – more instinctive and
intuitive – and the experience of working for and with different people, and
their personalities, gives each project a unique context.

a restaurant and concept store.

Vlaeykensgang, one of the oldest

GRAANMARKT
13 IS A RESTAURANT,

How does the creative process work? And how does it start?

A
I like people referring to my work so far as timeless, but for me it
is important to me for work to continue being contemporary, surprising,
and to reach people at an emotional level. While we find ourselves in
the middle of a world of instant consumption, where everything is easy
within our reach and is immediate through social media, I want to
offer a counterbalance. I want to create spaces to calm down the senses
and to focus on the instant present. As an architect, I need to take the
responsibility to make people aware of the art of living. People tend to
deepen themselves less in the essence of what life is all about, the ‘abitare’.
I want to slow down (the process) and make people aware of the importance/
value of the quality of life. It’s a way of living a more conscious life.

Charles Borromeo Church and

previous page

Q

Is your home your best project? Your sanctuary?

A
My home is a constant inspiration for me, my home my ultimate
escape and a sensorial destination that is very calming after a long travel
or a busy day. But all of my projects are significant. Having their own
individual identity, every project is custom-made for the client, in their own
specific context.
Q

And the most important, Gaston and Loulou, how are they?

A
I’d be lost without my dogs, Gaston and Loulou. They’re playful and
smart, and show unconditional love. The only thing that is missing is that
they cannot speak.
Q

at left
HIS HOME

IN ANTWERP
IS AN ODE TO
SIMPLICITY,
WHICH HAS
NONETHELESS
BEEN PUSHED TO
THE EDGE ON ITS
LAST EXTENSION.
ON THE ATTIC,
USED AS A SUITE,
MATERIALS ARE
NAKED, ON THEIR
PUREST FORM.
HE CONCEDES
THAT HIS HOME
IS HIS BEST
RETREAT.

You are known for your houses and interiors. Are you scared of reaching the
great scale?

A
Whether it’s a tower or a door handle, they are all designed with
assiduity. Predominately I work on a lot of residential projects but my
portfolio is becoming much broader than that. From the start I designed
residences, commercial spaces and offices. I am present at all scales in terms
of architecture, interior and furniture design.

